 
    	Services	SEOOur SEO services will boost your rankings higher.
	PPCA PPC agency that’s focused on ROI and driven by data.
	Digital PRBrand empowerment with expert digital PR services.
	Link BuildingLink building services that deliver results.
	Web DesignPartner with the leading web design experts.
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See how the A-Team delivered expert campaigns for our clients.
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 SEO Case Studies
Driving A 634% Increase In Conversions For Finance Client Loanbird
Loan Bird is a UK-based loan broker. They operate across all types of unsecured loans including bad credit loans. As a credible brand, Loan Bird wanted to break the stigma surrounding loan applications. We worked closely with the team to come up with an effective SEO strategy that would enable them to do that whilst increasing their organic visibility to drive online applications.

[image: loan bird logo]
Read More 



 
 
 Integrated Case Studies
Forging A Hot Partnership With Heating Experts Stelrad
Stelrad is the UK’s leading heating specialist, manufacturing and supplying tailormade products to homeowners and professionals. With an array of radiators available across various price ranges, our integrated digital marketing campaign primarily targets homeowners. Having previously collaborated with another digital marketing agency without achieving the desired results, Stelrad sought a fresh perspective and approached us. They were in search of a thorough account review and the potential to accomplish their initial goals.

[image: stelrad logo]
Read More 



 
 
 SEO Case Studies
92% Surge in Top 3 Position Keywords for Cashfloat
Cashfloat are a leading direct lender in the UK, specialising in unsecured credit solutions that offer fast, flexible, and straightforward payday loans, personal loans, and more. With a clear commitment to long-term growth, Cashfloat joined forces with our team to embark on a robust SEO and link building campaign, geared towards enhancing their website’s credibility, driving increased traffic, and improving organic visibility. Our partnership with Cashfloat has proven to be a resounding success, having achieved significant improvements in page 1 Google rankings, and increased organic traffic, solidifying their position as a reputable payday loan lender in the market.

[image: Cash float logo]
Read More 



 
 
 SEO Case Studies
Buds King's User Base Soars by 747%
Buds King is a leading online CBD store in the UK and EU selling a wide range of CBD products including flowers, hash, and concentrate. They approached us with the aim of growing their newly launched website which had no visibility or traffic, wanting to improve their prominence around flower-based key terms.

[image: budsking logo]
Read More 



 
 
 Digital PR Case Studies
Zeal CBD Secures 75% Of Organic Links From UK Domains
Zeal CBD is one of the UK’s most trusted online CBD shops supplying high-quality CBD products including CBD oil, CBD edibles, and CBD drinks amongst others. Entering a highly competitive vertical and one which is growing in prominence over time, we needed to ensure that our digital pr strategy was exemplary of their area of expertise, demonstrating their authority in a growing market.

[image: Zeal CBD logo]
Read More 



 
 
 Digital PR Case Studies
How We Earned Sexy International Links For Adult Brand MegaPleasure
MegaPleasure are a leading adult sex toy and clothing supplier. Their goal was to generate sales and increase organic traffic. Like most, the adult industry is one that is saturated in choice. As a new brand, we needed to make sure they stood out to attract customers.

[image: mega pleasure logo]
Read More 



 
 
 SEO Case Studies
266% Increase in SuperCasino’s Non-Branded Organic Traffic
SuperCasino approached us to improve their visibility in the highly competitive online gambling market. Given their limited visibility across the site, we aimed to develop an innovative approach to help them compete with their rivals.

[image: SuperCasino logo]
Read More 



 
 
 SEO Case Studies
Creative SEO Campaign Increases Jackpot247's Conversions by 74%
Jackpot247 is a player in a fiercely competitive industry. Drawn to our successful track record with similar online casino companies, they enlisted our partnership to improve their visibility and establish themselves as a leading online casino through our SEO services. Working in close collaboration with their team, we ensured that our approach was seamlessly integrated across all facets of the business.

[image: Jackpot247 logo]
Read More 



 
 
 SEO Case Studies
Revolutionising Ladbrokes' online presence with a 530% increase in traffic
After witnessing our accomplishments in the online gambling industry, Ladbrokes contacted us as a leading SEO agency in Essex and London, with the objective of enhancing their organic visibility and increasing their market share through our SEO services.

[image: Ladbrokes logo]
Read More 



 
 
 SEO Case Studies
Boosting Visual Signs' revenue by 234% through strategic campaign
House Signs Direct partnered with us to enhance their organic search visibility and establish themselves as a leading UK house signs provider. As an experienced eCommerce SEO agency, we explored various strategies to achieve the brand’s goals.

[image: visual signs logo]
Read More 



 
 
 SEO Case Studies
Supporting FootActive achieve an impressive 348% increase in revenue
After the 2018 Medic update, FootActive experienced a sharp decline of 72.44% in organic search visibility. To improve its EAT and search visibility, we aimed to recover the site. Our goal was to increase organic traffic and revenue through a targeted SEO campaign.

[image: FootActive logo]
Read More 



 
 
 Digital PR Case Studies
Digital pr strategy drives 300+ backlinks to client's landing pages
Vera Clinic is a leading hair transplant and cosmetic surgery hospital in Europe. Based in Istanbul, Turkey, Vera Clinic attracts a wealth of international tourists seeking world-class treatment.

[image: vera clinic logo]
Read More 



 
 
 Digital PR Case Studies
Stelrad gains high-tier digital PR coverage with our strategy
Stelrad are the UK’s #1 heating specialists who both supply and manufacture tailor made products. In a highly competitive industry, it was important that Stelrad’s PR strategy was able to clearly distinguish the brand from its competitors to drive links and traffic to the website.

[image: stelrad logo]
Read More 



 
 
 Digital PR Case Studies
McashAdvance gains US coverage via our sector-specific strategy
mCashAdvance is a finance hub for small business financing in the USA. Their mission is to provide business owners with instantly available capital to grow their business, whilst understanding how to save money and get the maximum value.

[image: mcash logo]
Read More 



 
 
 Digital PR Case Studies
International digital PR coverage for Eden's Gate: Our strategy
Eden’s Gate is the UK’s leading CBD health and wellness store, supplying products such as oils, gummies, and creams. Operating in a highly competitive space, it was paramount that our digital PR strategy positioned Eden’s Gate at the forefront of the industry, driving greater traffic to their site to support their SEO rankings.

[image: edens gate logo]
Read More 



 
 
 PPC Case Studies
Vera Clinic sees 89% conversion increase with our paid strategy
Vera Clinic were looking for a full-service agency who could improve their digital visibility and generate new online sales and leads through a range of paid and organic marketing techniques. We devised an integrated campaign consisting of search, Digital PR and paid advertising for a higher ROI through using SEO data to reduce PPC expenditures and further establish where and how to use our chosen keywords.

[image: vera clinic logo]
Read More 



 
 
 PPC Case Studies
UK Carp Tech purchases soar 1,025% with our paid campaign
UK Carp Tech promote the opportunity for avid carp fishers to win the latest carp gear through holding weekly prize draws and competitions. They approached us to become their ppc management agency with the aim of improving their position as a fishing competition site through a paid advertising campaign that worked in tandem with their own organic social media activity they continue to carry out.

[image: uk carp tech logo]
Read More 



 
 
 PPC Case Studies
NCT sees 411% conversion increase during Covid-19
The National Childbirth Trust focuses on providing face-to-face antenatal and post-natal courses so when Covid-19 restrictions were introduced they were stuck as to how they could go about continuing to provide their courses to both vulnerable mums-to-be and first-time mums. Working on our feet, we support the charity pivot to online courses during this unsettling time and created a new search strategy to promote the new online offering.

[image: national childbirth trust logo]
Read More 



 
 
 PPC Case Studies
Stelrad's conversions double with our paid media strategy
Stelrad operate in a highly competitive industry and, whilst they are busy year-round, like to take advantage of the autumn and winter months. As heating specialists both supplying and manufacturing products, we had 2 x the opportunity to increase the visibility of the brand which already has credibility.

[image: stelrad logo]
Read More 



 
 
 PPC Case Studies
QuidMarket's conversion value surges 98% with our strategy
QuidMarket approached us about becoming their ppc management agency, looking to drive traffic to their website and convert clicks into customers through targeting some highly competitive industry terms. The client was specifically seeing click-through traffic results on two broad match terms within their Google Ads account, but its performance was incredibly inconsistent, experiencing a high level of conversion fluctuation across the generic targeted terms.

[image: quidmarket logo]
Read More 



 
 
 PPC Case Studies
National Autistic Society KPI exceeded by 2,614% with PPC
Having worked alongside The National Autistic Society since 2018, we’ve had the chance to build a strong relationship with the charity meaning that they often approach us to support them with setting up and delivering one off campaigns. Each year in March and April, they prepare to celebrate World Autism Acceptance Week (WAAW) and 2022 was no different. Whilst we normally only manage their Grant account, this year we were asked to take control of the full campaign.

[image: national autistic society logo]
Read More 



 
 
 PPC Case Studies
Harley Street Hearing sees 126% conversion increase
Harley Street Hearing is one of London’s largest independent ear clinics, based in Harley Street. Having been featured in The Sunday Times and The Telegraph and on BB2 Radio 2 and on Embarrassing Bodies, Harley Street Hearing are no strangers when it comes to creating awareness of their clinic.

[image: harley st hearing logo]
Read More 



 
 
 SEO Case Studies
Vera Clinic sees 258% goal completion increase
Vera Clinic partnered with the Absolute Digital Media team as they were looking for a full-service digital marketing agency who could improve their visibility and generate new online sales/leads through a range of paid and organic marketing techniques. We devised an integrated campaign consisting of search, Digital PR, and paid advertising for a higher ROI, using SEO data to reduce PPC expenditures and further establish where and how to use our chosen keywords.

[image: vera clinic logo]
Read More 



 
 
 SEO Case Studies
Spa And Hotel Breaks achieves 4,646% growth in goal completions
Spa And Hotel Breaks operate in a highly competitive industry, providing visitors with a large selection of spa breaks and hotel packages. With the chance to book long and short breaks plus day packages directly on the site, we had a huge opportunity to capture a greater proportion of the market share for our client.

[image: spa and hotel breaks logo]
Read More 



 
 
 SEO Case Studies
£100k in 40 days: Our strategy for QuidMarket
QuidMarket approached us wanting to drive a higher volume of traffic to their site and successfully convert clicks into customers through targeting highly competitive industry terms. We also wanted to reduce their reliance on terms such as ‘payday loans’ and move into the short-term loan market to promote the brand as a responsible lender. Whilst PDL would still be a target term, our aim was to capture more keywords i.e. brand visibility to improve the quality of applications.

[image: quidmarket logo]
Read More 



 
 
 SEO Case Studies
Ranking Megaflatables above Amazon for key term
Megaflatables is a leading giant inflatables manufacturer in the UK who approached us looking for an SEO marketing agency who could successfully heighten the website’s profile through an effective SEO and link building strategy. More specifically, they wanted the campaign to focus on increasing the visibility around their core services which includes Giant Inflatables and Inflatables Blimps.

[image: megaflatables logo]
Read More 



 
 
 SEO Case Studies
Luxury Toy X drives 121% transaction increase with marketing push
Luxury Toy X is a luxury sex toy retailer based in the U.S. They offer a wide range of sex toys for women, men, and couples in addition to BDSM toys and gear and lube. Operating in the highly competitive adult industry, we needed to form a highly targeted SEO strategy that would grow the brands online visibility whilst ensuring all their products were easy to find to improve sales and revenue.

[image: luxury toy logo]
Read More 



 
 
 SEO Case Studies
An Explosive Result For Let’s Party Fireworks SEO Campaign
Let’s Party Fireworks is one of UK’s largest firework retailers, selling every type of firework you could imagine. They operate in a highly competitive industry, meaning that we needed to form a highly targeted blogger outreach strategy in time for their peak trade months that occurred throughout the year particularly between November – January.

[image: lets party fireworks logo]
Read More 



 
 
 SEO Case Studies
Hallmark Care Homes moves up 37% in top 3 rankings
Hallmark Care Homes provide award-winning residential and respite care. They approached wanting to improve their online visibility and quality of leads through our SEO services.

[image: hallmark care homes logo]
Read More 



 
 
 SEO Case Studies
Fast Loan UK sees 217% spike in pre-approved loan applications
Fast Loan UK approached us having been scarred by numerous bad experiences where deliverables were promised, and results not gained. Having heard of our previous success within the finance/payday loan sector, they wanted a final hit at improving their site’s visibility. Completing against well-established brands, we devised an effective search strategy that would skyrocket their organic visibility.

[image: fast loan uk logo]
Read More 



 
 
 SEO Case Studies
96% revenue increase via location targeting for Extension Architecture
Extension Architecture have over 11 years’ experience in planning applications and building regulation for all types of house extensions. Having completed over 1,500 successful projects, they wanted to introduce an effective SEO strategy that would support their business growth by attracting a higher volume of traffic to their website to increase leads.

[image: extension architecture logo]
Read More 



 
 
 SEO Case Studies
Eden's Gates transactions surge 306% with strategic campaign
Operating in a competitive market, Eden’s Gate wanted to target audiences who were unaware of their brand by being visible in organic SERPs for non-branded key terms focused on 3 particular products: gummies, creams and tea. They also wanted to start building more prominent brand awareness to support their growth.

[image: edens gate logo]
Read More 



 
 
 SEO Case Studies
Heating specialists Stelrad break £1M revenue with targeted growth
Stelrad is the UK’s #1 heating specialist, manufacturing and supplying tailormade products to homeowners and professionals. With an array of radiators available across various price ranges, our marketing campaigns primarily focused on targeting homeowners.

[image: stelrad logo]
Read More 



 



 
Get A Quote
Contact the A-Team: The Leading Digital Marketing Agency



      
	Service
	Budget
	Info

Please provide us with your contact details. so we can fulfil your enquiry.
 SEOPPCDigital PRLink BuildingOther (Marketplaces, Paid social...) £1,000 - £5,000£5,000 - £10,000£10,000 - £20,000£20,000+ We are currently using an agencyLooking for an agency ImmediatelyWithin 1-2 monthsWithin 3-6 monthsIn 6+ months time 
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